FLANGED HIGH PERFORMANCE BUTTERFLY VALVE (TYP.)

DI US PIPE FLANGE

BUILDING WALL

AWWA CLASS 52 VALVE

5'-0"

AT LEAST 10' ABOVE FLOOR AND ALIGN HEIGHT WITH PIPING INSTALLED BY SITE CONTRACTOR

SEE NOTE 3

SEE NOTE 2

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

BUILDING FLOOR

NOTES:

1. SITE UTILITY: SITE CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL CHWS/R CONNECTION TO 5' FROM BUILDING FOOTPRINT.
2. BUILDING CHILLED WATER SERVICE INSTALLATION: SITE CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL PIPING BETWEEN UTILITY CONNECTION 5' OUTSIDE BUILDING AND INSIDE BUILDING CONNECTIONS.
3. BUILDING CHILLED WATER EXTENSION: BUILDING CONTRACTOR TO PROVIDE CHWS/R CONNECTIONS AND PIPING INSIDE BUILDING.

CHWS/R CONNECTIONS
N.T.S.